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Exciton bright-state fine-structure splitting 共FSS兲 in single GaN/AlN quantum dots 共QDs兲 is reported, presenting an important step toward the realization of room temperature single-qubit emitters for quantum cryptography and communication. The FSS in nitride QDs is up to 7 meV and thus much larger than for other QD
systems. We find also a surprising dependence of FSS on the QD size, inverse to that of arsenide QDs. Now
we are able to explain why FSS can only be observed in small QDs of high-emission energies. Our calculations
reveal a shape/strain anisotropy as origin of the large FSS allowing different approaches to control FSS in
nitrides.
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Zero-dimensional semiconductor nanostructures, such as
self-assembled quantum dots 共QDs兲, are unique to study and
exploit features of single, discrete quantum systems for realworld applications, such as devices generating singlepolarized photons 共qubits兲 or entangled photon pairs on
demand.1–5 Such devices might present the physical basis for
future practical quantum cryptography and communication
systems.6–8 Until now electrically driven qubit emitters have
been demonstrated at cryogenic temperatures only based on
Group III-As QDs.1,3,9 Ubiquitous room-temperature devices
for quantum-information systems on demand must be based
on QDs with a much deeper confinement potential such as
GaN/AlN QDs. No exciton bright-state fine-structure splitting 共FSS兲 for such QDs has been reported yet and detailed
theoretical understanding of exchange interaction in wurtzites is missing. We present in this Rapid Communication the
first comprehensive experimental and theoretical study of
FSS in GaN/AlN QDs. Values up to 7 meV are reported,
much larger than in other semiconductor QDs.10–13 Surprisingly, the dependence of FSS on emission energy reported
here is inverse to that of arsenide-based QDs. These observations are well explained by our theoretical modeling based
on realistic k · p wave functions. We are able to identify the
anisotropic strain distribution in the QD as origin of the FSS.
Our discoveries open new ways to effectively control the
FSS, toward the realization of qubit emitters on demand operating at room temperature.
The self-assembled hexagonal GaN/AlN QDs investigated in this work were grown by low-pressure metalorganic vapor deposition on 100 nm AlN on n-type 6H-SiC
关0001兴 substrate and capped with another 100 nm AlN layer.
The samples were processed to mesa structures to facilitate
single-dot microphotoluminescence measurements.2 A
frequency-doubled solid-state laser with  = 266 nm was
used to excite the QDs with varying excitation power at 4 K.
Polarization-dependent optical spectra were taken using a
 / 2 waveplate and a Glan-Taylor polarizer. For an accurate
assignment of linear-polarization angle  and degree of polarization P we took 36 spectra per QD while rotating the
waveplate by ⌬␣ = 5° per spectrum. The integrated peak in1098-0121/2010/81共24兲/241309共4兲

tensities I were then fitted by I共␣兲 = I0 / 2关1 + P cos共4␣ − 2兲兴.
 has an accuracy of ⬇5°. The error of P is estimated as
20% due to the difficulty of correct background subtraction.
The spectral resolution of our setup is ⬇1 meV.
Large GaN/AlN QDs emitting around 3.4 eV exhibit
strong, yet incomplete linear polarization of about 80%, 关Fig.
1共a兲兴.14,15 Biexcitonic emission is observed with negative
共i.e., antibinding兲 biexciton binding energy in agreement
with previous studies.2,11,16,17 The polarization has been interpreted to stem from valence-band mixing effects induced
by shape/strain anisotropy of the QD.14,15,18,19 Presence of

FIG. 1. 共Color online兲 Linear polarization of luminescence from
a large QD 共a兲 showing identical polarization of exciton and biexciton, Ref. 14, and a small QD 共b兲 with clear orthogonal polarization of excitonic peaks X1 and X2 共⌬EX1,2 = 3.9 meV, PX1 = 0.95,
PX2 = 0.96, and ⌬X1,2 = 98°兲.
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FIG. 2. 共Color online兲 Overview of luminescence properties
from different QDs. 共a兲 Energy splitting between peaks X1 and X2;
linear regression 共dashed line兲 shows clear tendency to larger splitting for higher emission energies. 共b兲 Difference of linearpolarization angles between peaks X2 and X1 共cubes兲 and lower side
peaks and X1 共circles兲. 共c兲 Degree of polarization of peaks X1 and
X2. Data points from QDs with P ⬍ 0.8 for peak X1 or X2 are shaded
in gray.

QD shape anisotropy in our samples was confirmed by
atomic force microscopy.14 In this Rapid Communication, we
concentrate on much smaller QDs with emission energies
above ⬇3.9 eV. This energy range is particularly interesting, because the QDs show significantly smaller line widths,
thereby enabling us to resolve more details of the emission.
The dependency of line width on emission energy is attributed to the stronger impact of the quantum-confined stark
effect in large QDs. A detailed discussion is to be published
soon elsewhere. We find a surprising qualitative difference in
the polarization of emission: in the high energy range, pairs
of lines with orthogonal linear polarization are observed
关Fig. 1共b兲兴. The energy splitting of these pairs is in the range
of 2–7 meV 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. The difference between the linear
polarization angles is around 90° 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. The distribution
of polarization angles is seemingly random. A correlation
with the crystal axes could not be observed. The degree of
polarization is close to one 关Fig. 2共c兲兴. Excitation powerdependent measurements show almost linear dependences,
indicating excitonic origin of the doublets. Generally, we do
not observe emission on the higher-energy side of the doublet. However, we regularly see a pattern of strong peaks on
the lower-energy side 关Fig. 2共b兲兴. The excitation-power dependence of these peaks is super linear with exponents be-

tween 1.3 and 2. Furthermore, the linear-polarization angle
of these peaks seems to always follow the angle of the energetically higher peak of the orthogonally polarized line pair.
The superlinear excitation power dependence indicates biexcitonic emission in agreement with the observation of Simeonov et al.16 of positive biexciton binding energies for QDs
emitting at energies ⲏ4 eV. The assignment is, however,
still subject to further research.
To investigate the origin of the different spectra, we have
calculated the fine structure and absorption spectra of excitons confined in GaN/AlN QDs. Our model is based on
single-particle electron and hole wave functions calculated
by means of eight-band k · p theory. The k · p model is implemented for arbitrarily shaped QDs and includes the effects of
strain, piezoelectricity and pyroelectricity, and spin-orbit and
crystal-field splitting.20 To calculate the excitonic 共twoparticle兲 states, first the Hartree-Fock equations for the four
Hartree-Fock states 兩↓↓典, 兩↓↑典, 兩↑↓典, and 兩↑↑典 of both excitons
共A and B excitons兲 have been solved self-consistently. Excitonic bright states and their splitting are not sufficiently described by these Hartree-Fock states. Their linear combinations 共e.g., c1兩↓↓典 ⫾ c2兩↑↑典, ci 苸 C兲 are additionally needed.
Thus, the eight Hartree-Fock states are subsequently used as
basis for the matrix expansion of the exchange operator and
the true excitonic states and energies are obtained by diagonalizing this matrix. This way the advantages of a selfconsistent Hartree-Fock calculation are combined with an accurate description of the excitonic bright-state splitting.
In agreement with experimental observations2,21,22 and
previous theoretical considerations23–27 the QDs have been
modeled as truncated hexagonal pyramids19 of pure GaN
with a height h from 0.8 to 2.0 nm and vertical aspect ratio
arvert 共height h to diameter d兲 between 0.14 and 0.22. The
QDs are placed on a 0.2-nm-thick GaN wetting layer 共included in the total height h兲 and are embedded in a matrix of
pure AlN. For the calculation of excitonic FSS, a lateral anisotropy of the QDs is assumed, induced by either elongated
QD structures or compressive or tensile strain, applied
uniaxially with relaxation in the other directions. The absorption spectrum of the A- and B-band exciton states in a QD
with h = 1.2 nm, d = 7.5 nm, and an in-plane structural elongation of 20% along the y 共⬅关112̄0兴兲 axis is shown in Fig.
3共a兲. The bright states of the A exciton 共formed by an electron in the ground state and a hole in the ground state derived
from the A valence band兲 and the B exciton 共hole in the first
excited state derived from the B valence band兲 show a FSS
of 3.1 meV and 3.2 meV, respectively. All transitions are
fully linearly polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the
long axis of the QD. The energetically lower 共higher兲 transition of the A exciton is polarized perpendicular 共parallel兲 to
the elongation, vice versa for the B exciton. The differences
of the oscillator strengths are owed to the character of the
single-particle hole states in anisotropic nitride QDs:18,19 for
A 共B兲 excitons transitions polarized parallel 共perpendicular兲
to the elongation are favored.
Figures 3共b兲 and 3共c兲 show the FSS of the A exciton as
function of in-plane elongation 关Fig. 3共b兲兴 and uniaxial stress
关Fig. 3共c兲兴, respectively, with constant h and arvert. Negative
共positive兲 elongation corresponds to elongation along the y
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 FSS of A-exciton bright states as function
of QD size. Solid circles are calculated, empty squares are experimental values. The model QDs have a fixed aspect ratio arvert
= h / d = 0.2 but varying height h 共0.8–2.0 nm兲. Inset shows FSS for
QDs with constant height h = 1.2 nm but varying aspect ratio arvert
共0.14–0.22兲.

FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Calculated FSS of QDs with a height of
h = 1.2 nm and diameter of d = 7.5 nm. 共a兲 Absorption spectrum of
the A band 共A-X兲 and B band 共B-X兲 excitonic states in a QD with
an in-plane elongation of 20% along the y axis. 关共b兲 and 共c兲兴 Finestructure splitting of the A exciton as a function of 共b兲 in-plane
elongation or 共c兲 uniaxial stress.

共x兲 direction; negative 共positive兲 strain represents compressive 共tensile兲 uniaxial strain in x direction. For small elongations or strains the FSS increases rapidly, tending to a maximum for largely elongated 共strained兲 structures. This limit is
affected by structural properties of the QDs 共for instance,
their volume兲 and equals twice the excitonic dark-bright
splitting. No dependence of FSS on the direction of elongation is found. Note that only 10% of the lattice mismatch
between GaN and AlN 共=2.6%兲 is enough to maximize the
FSS. This is easily compensable by anisotropic strain relaxation, e.g., through sample processing, or externally applied
stress. The FSS of the B exciton 共not shown here兲 differs
only slightly from the FSS of the A exciton for all QDs.
One might argue that the orthogonally polarized line pairs
originate from A and B excitons18,19 or trions.15 We believe
this interpretation is unlikely: an exciton bright-state FSS
doublet should always be 100% polarized, with orthogonal
linear polarization. If the FSS doublet cannot be resolved
spectroscopically and only the sum of the two lines combined is detected, the effective degree of polarization is much
lower 共e.g., it is zero, if both lines have equal intensity.兲 This
effective degree of polarization for the A/B exciton lines is
strongly dependent on the asymmetry of the QD. The largest
degree of polarization is reached for the largest QD elongations and largest A/B splittings. In our calculations, the largest degree of polarization of 80% for the A-exciton line and
50% for the B-exciton line was obtained for a strongly elon-

gated QD with an A-B splitting of 20 meV. For rather symmetric QDs with the smallest A/B splittings of 9 meV, the
degree of polarization is reduced to only 3%. Furthermore,
the B hole band should not be populated at liquid-helium
temperature. In conclusion, line pairs with a splitting of less
than 10 meV and a degree of polarization close to 100%
cannot originate from A/B exciton or trion lines. The only
other possible interpretation is that these lines originate from
exchange-interaction induced exciton bright-state FSS. Some
doublets with incomplete linear polarization were observed
共shaded data points in Fig. 2兲 but the similar spectroscopic
fingerprints still support the assignment as FSS.
In contrast to the calculated oscillator strengths, the FSS
doublets show comparable intensities in experiment. The calculated spectra are, however, absorption spectra. In emission
the state occupancy must be taken into account. Carriers created by the excitation laser are considered to have a randomspin orientation in the QD.15 Thus, initially, upper and lower
exciton bright states are equally populated. For relaxation
from upper to lower state, a spin flip is required 共in contrast
to B- to A-exciton relaxation兲. Assuming reasonably a spinflip time to be comparable or longer than the radiative recombination time, a FSS line pair with close to equal intensity is expected. In QDs based on different materials, exciton
bright-state FSS doublets with comparable intensity at
liquid-helium temperature for a FSS of ⬇1 meV were observed as well.28
We investigated the dependence of excitonic FSS on QD
size using QD structures with identical elongation 共20% in y
direction兲 and aspect ratio 共arvert = 0.20兲 but varying QD
height 共Fig. 4兲. The FSS depends inversely on QD size, i.e.,
increases superlinearly with increasing transition energy,
consistent with the absence of FSS in low-energy experimental spectra 共below ⬇3.9 eV兲, where the FSS is smaller than
the experimental linewidth. Thus, the two exciton lines
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merge to one peak with partial linear polarization. For higher
transition energies the FSS increases rapidly and consequently excitonic FSS is observable. A trend to larger FSS
for increasing transition energies is also seen in the experimental data 关Fig. 2共a兲兴. Note that the trend of increasing
excitonic FSS for increasing transition energy is opposite to
what has been observed for InAs/GaAs QDs.11 Also the absolute values of the FSS in GaN/AlN QDs are significantly
larger. The FSS depends also on the vertical aspect ratio
arvert of the QD, increasing with decreasing diameter d 关Fig.
4 共inset兲兴. Thus, assuming at least some variation in the QD
shape, the strong variation of several millielectron volt of the
FSS for different QDs with the same emission energy can be
well explained. For two-photon entanglement based on GaN/
AlN QDs the ability to controllably reduce the FSS to zero is
essential. Exploiting the strain dependence offers new approaches to obtain this goal, e.g., by creating a strain gradient through careful structuring of the sample, or by micromechanic methods.
In conclusion, we have shown that single GaN/AlN QDs
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